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Learn (R/C) flying . . .
without crying . . .

Reflection
by KarlHeinz Denzin
„In nearly ten years behind the counter of
a model hobby shop, unfortunately I had
to find out that far less than half of all the
first models are successfully flown. That’s
not because model flying were an excep
tionally difficult hobby, the built models
actually bad, or the model builders too
clumsy, but simply because models are
chosen that are not suitable for begin
ning.
Apart from the very few people learning
model flying from the bottom up in a club,
most beginners are on their own and
must try to solve any problems without
any help by others. There is only one rea
sonable way to keep the number of these
problems small –

Build lightweight
without warps

Model flyer's
dream of his
first R/C model

. . . and reality

. . . begin with the beginning!”
horizontal tail's
area 25% to 33%
of wing area

49" to 63"
wingspan
Long lever arm
for good
flight stability

12% to 15%
Clark „Y”
Engine
.15 to .21 . . .
a „tame” one

No engine cowl!
Best cooling 
easy handling 
great drag!

Big wheels
3" to 3.5" diam.
For grass runways
Canopy is good 
more drag

Listen to your wife: Begin with
rudder and throttle only.
Only later add elevator!
Forget ailerons in th first place!
(The more controls the more harm!)

Flat endplates are
simple, effective,
and robust.
boxy fuselage
lightweight and sturdy

Swept rudder
keeps nose
up in turns!
Provide
distance
from grass!

Wheel axles below
wing's leading edge . . .
saves trouble on takeoff
and landing. (Tricycle landing
gears with nosewheel are for
smooth runways!)

In no commercially available kit you will find all these things. Unfortunately, there’s a lot of inhibiting marketing aspects. Then
again, with some skill you may appropriately modify nearly every high or shoulderwinger. Big wheels, not overly strong engine,
wing end plates, and swept fin and rudder are easy to do when building. And you should have access to the fuel tank without
having to dismantle your model first. So build a removable hatch on the fuselage front. Even if you find it not really neat! Fly
this bird – it w i l l fly! – unwaveringly for a whole summer . . . You will be lost forever, and little by little you can
certainly make your more daring dreams come true.
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